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Abstract: The ques�on of the place and roles of women has long been marginal in the inves�ga�ons of prehistory in

Western Europe.  "Prehistoric Man" fueled scien�fic debates and popular representa�ons since the 19th century,

while prehistoric women o'en remained objects of fantasies and commonplaces. Myths inspired by the Biblical

Genesis, or inherited from the Chris�an tradi�on, and the status it tradi�onally assigned to women in the family and

in society, long projected stereotypic  views on our understanding of  women in the prehistoric past.

However, the sciences of human evolu�on and prehistoric cultures have some�mes a,empted to overcome this

so-called “women’s archaeological invisibility”. What scien�fic discoveries, studies and evidence have contributed

to giving a significa�on to the condi�on of women in the prehistoric past ? What evolu�onary roles, social places

and status, what powers, real or symbolical, have been assigned to them? Our inquiry will examine in par�cular the

influence of feminist movements, and their rela�onship to this scien�fic endeavor. It will examine hypothesis drawn

from evolu�onary biology, paleontological, archaeological and ar�s�c evidence that forged new research

orienta�ons, but also some�mes created new myths that have come to overlap tradi�onal frameworks.

Through these ques�ons, we will a,empt to draw conclusions on the status of the sciences of human prehistory as

disciplines, on their methods, on the nature of their evidence, on the stories they construct and the way they are

deeply linked to different social, poli�cal, economic contexts, and - more generally - on the ques�on of the

rela�onships between anthropological sciences and society.
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Claudine Cohen is a specialist in history and the philosophy of Life and Earth Sciences, namely paleontology, paleo-
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Conférences at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris).
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